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The Sanctuary is located in 
the magnificent hills of the 
Catskills Mountains (in NY) 
near the Delaware River, 
on an ancient Native Land. 
Surrounded by pristine 
forest and river, it provides 
a peaceful and nurturing 
environment to foster deep 
healing of the body, mind 
and Spirit. Anyone who is 
walking that land feels the 
deep healing presence of the 
forest, the animals, and the 
native Spirits who live there. 
I was guided by the land to 
open the Sanctuary and to be 
able to offer ancient shamanic 
healing, Reiki, Sound Healing. 
At The Sanctuary we can 
reconnect in depth with the 
deepest calling of our Heart. 
The Sanctuary welcomes 
individuals for private healing, 
groups for workshops and 
ceremonies, and corporations 
for retreat. It is my calling to 
support your transformation 
work, help you go beyond your 
blockages, release old traumas 
and addictions, and allow you 
to write a new story for your 
life deeply connected to your 
soul purpose. 

About Guillaume
Guillaume is dedicated 
to empowerment & self-
transformational work, 
guiding and supporting 
individuals to facilitate their 
own healing and rediscover 
their power. He is passionate 
about working with people, 
and organizations, who feel 
stuck and are struggling with 
an issue in their life & helping 
them to reconnect with their 
own medicine inside.

After a career that scaled the 
heights of corporate success 
as a CEO of global companies, 
and a successful entrepreneur, 
Guillaume reached a turning 
point in his life - material 
success and it’s trappings had 
not made him truly happy. 
Despite having achieved the 
top degree, the high-powered 
job & reaching what most 

would call the pinnacle of 
‘success’, somehow the place 
that Guillaume had arrived to 
felt empty. 

This led Guillaume on a quest 
to search far and wide for the 
meaning of life beyond the 
material demands of society 
today. A journey of deep self-
exploration, meditation and 
healing. During the last 10 
years and his transformative 
journeys across Asia & South 
America, Guillaume has had 
rare opportunities to study 
and meditate with master 
healers and teachers of all 
faiths. Along with his own 
accumulated life experience, 
Guillaume is trained in 
Shamanism, Reiki, Medical 
Reiki™, Sufi Healing, Sound 
Healing, Meditation, and 
Herbalism.

Offerings
Shamanic Healing

Shamanic healing is one of 
the most ancient healing 
modalities on Earth. It has 
various techniques that
have been passed down for 
thousands of years. These 
techniques guide the shaman 
in locating and extracting the 
illness. We use spirit animals, 
nature, sound, soul retrieval, 
entity extractions, and many 
other elements in this deep 
healing technique.

Private Healing Shamanic 
Ceremony

These very sacred ceremonies 
allow us to enter a depth of 
the healing. Organized for a 
full night and/or full day, we 
dive inside the mind, body & 
Spirit to identify, release and 
heal our lives.

Sound Healing

Using very rare Tibetan Full 
Moon Sound Healing Bowls, 
we activate, energize and heal 
the subtle & physical bodies. 

Reiki

Reiki is a Japanese technique 
for stress reduction and 
relaxation that also promotes 
healing. It is administered 
by “laying on hands” and is 
based on the idea that an 
unseen “life force energy” flows 
through us and is what causes 
us to be alive. If one’s “life force 
energy” is low, then we are 
more likely to get sick or feel 
stress, and if it is high, we are 
more capable of being happy 
and healthy.

Meditation

Meditation is a means of 
transforming the mind. By 
engaging with a particular 
meditation practice you learn 
the patterns and habits of your 
mind, and the practice offers a 
means to cultivate new, more 
positive ways of being. With 
regular work and patience 
these nourishing, focused 
states of mind can deepen 
into profoundly peaceful and 
energised states of mind. 
Such experiences can have a 
transformative effect and can 
lead to a new understanding 
of life.

Coaching

We offer Life & work coaching 
at the Sanctuary in programs 
going from one session to 6 
months programs. A way to 
engage in long-term deep 
transformation and to reach 
your life dreams and goals.

Awakened Leadership

Awakened Leadership™ is a 
set of content & tools, mixing 
ancient wisdom and modern 
coaching that can be brought 
to your organization in various 
creative and powerful formats: 
Workshops, Motivational 
Speaking, Talks, Retreats and 
Online seminars

Motivational speaking

I bring a powerful and deeply 
moving story to your event 
so your audience will be 
empowered to look deep into 
their heart & life for making 
courageous steps into their 
own power. A deeply healing 
and fascinating experience! 

I have been featured as a 
speaker in the US and globally 
at the Positive Economy 
Forum (French DAVOS), 
the Night of the Positive 
Entrepreneur, Stand Up For 
Passion, French Consulate, 
Annual retreat of United 
Nations Population Funds, 
NJ Tech Meetup, at Global 
Leadership Events, Corporate 
Retreats, and at Harvard 
Business School. Here are 
some of the topics I speaks on: 
Finding Happiness; Pathways 
to Personal and Business 
Success; Success, Happiness 
& Life Purpose, find your true 
compass; Awaken Leadership, 
the tools for tomorrow’s 
leader.

For more information on 
this offering, to book a 
session, or explore what 
could be done for you 
go to TheSanctuaryHeal.
com or email us at 
TheSanctuaryHeal@gmail.com

Workshops, Ceremonies 
and Retreats

We offer workshops, 
ceremonies and retreats all 
year long at the Sanctuary 
in New York, in various cities 
in the US and also globally 
(Europe, Asia, South America). 
If you are interested to have a 
workshop, ceremony or retreat 
organized at your place or for 
your organization, for a few or 
a large group, in your city or at 
your event, I develop curated 
workshops, ceremonies and 
retreats based on your needs.
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Examples of workshops, 
ceremonies and retreats:

Power Animals & Shamanic 
Journeying, Chakra Tuning 
& Healing, Sound Healing 
Ceremonies, and Shamanic 
Healing Ceremonies, Solar 
Eclipse Retreat, Men Retreat, 
Women Retreat, etc.

Host your event, workshop 
or ceremony at the 
Sanctuary

Check our calendar of events, 
workshops and ceremonies 
at www.thesanctuaryheal.
com/events/ or contact us for 
more information on how to 
organize a private healing 
ceremony, or retreat, for you, 
your family, your community 
of friends or your organization.

If you are interested to host 
your event, retreat or workshop 
at The Sanctuary, we offer 
space rental (one hour to 
multiple days). Get in contact 
with us for more information 
at TheSanctuaryHeal@gmail.
com

Testimonials

“A night at The Sanctuary, I 
can honestly say-was one of 
the most powerful nights of 
healing in my life. This coming 
from someone who has been 
doing many years of healing 
work, in many modalities, with 
many teachers and a teacher 
myself.”

“The sanctuary changed my 
life. Guillaume awoke me to 
my inner light and my inner 
wolf. It was truly a captivating, 
life altering, ego destroying 
experience.”

“An incredible experience. I 
wish I was taught this since I 
was born by Guillaume. I am 
so grateful he was my guider. 
He truly is magical. I call him 
the doctor of energy. He allows 
you to learn how to give and 
receive with your own body 
as well as with others. A true 
practice of healing yourself 
and others with love energy. 
We are all connected and we 
all need to heal together!”

Contact info

W; TheSanctuaryHeal.com

E: TheSanctuaryHeal@gmail.com

Facebook: facebook.com/TheSanctuaryNY/

Instagram: @TheSanctuaryNY

Blog: bit.ly/TheSanctuaryBlog

Podcasts: bit.ly/TheSanctuaryPodcast

YouTube:  bit.ly/TheSanctuaryYouTube

Newsletter Signup: bit.ly/TheSanctuaryEBook


